
Chapter 242 

Surgery needs the support of other departments. Ouyang won't give orders directly. Professional people 

are allowed to do professional things. If today's matter is related to internal medicine or cardiology, 

Ouyang will beat the table directly, because she understands that she can make the right decision. 

 

Surgery is not good. Although she believes in Zhang Fan very much, this is not a special moment. There 

is no need to take risks. Surgery has a responsible Dean. She just needs to show her attitude. In fact, the 

technology industry is particularly taboo for superiors to pretend to understand and point out 

indiscriminately. 

 

The small office of the hospital is a place for leaders to meet. Zhang Fan is also "where are the 

surgeons?" Ouyang asked Zhang Fan. 

 

"Because I'm young and the operation takes a long time, I lick my face as the main knife. The rest has to 

be decided by the leaders." Zhang Fan pretends to be embarrassed and says that although he listens to 

taking care of others' feelings, in fact, several general foreign doctors present here are not happy! 

 

 

"Director Wang, what do you think?" Ouyang nodded. Zhang Fanzhi advanced and retreated. She was 

very satisfied. 

 

 

Lao Wang was as sweet as honey and tried to calm the smile on his face. "Dr. Zhang designed this 

operation very well. I licked my face as a help. I hope I can help Dr. Zhang." Lao Wang looked at the 

three deputy directors around him and couldn't help picking! 

 

 

"Second aid, I suggest that the urology department should also give one. After all, this operation 

involves the urology department." Lao Wang said to Ouyang modestly. 

 

"Yes, I'll convey the spirit of the meeting to the director of Urology later." Ouyang said to the office 

director. 

 

 

"Three help, let director Chen go." He ignored the eager eyes of the other two directors and directly 

chose a deputy director who had a relatively weak relationship with him. An operation can't represent 

anything. It may participate in this difficult operation, which is an recognition of their own level and the 

recognition of hospital leaders. Two peaches kill three men. Lao Wang has seen the breakdown of their 

alliance! 

 

"Director Wang is still very experienced in this matter." Said the vice president in charge of the hospital. 

 



"OK, that's settled. You surgeons will come down and discuss it in detail. The whole hospital will fully 

cooperate with you, do your backing, boldly seek confirmation, carefully implement and break up the 

meeting. " Ouyang went out and left. Then, according to the level, the Secretary and vice president 

rushed out of the conference room. 

 

"Director Zhang and Lao Chen, walk around, go to my office, and then call Lao Li, the urologist. I have 

some good tea. We discuss the operation while drinking tea. This operation can go to the hospital 

history of the hospital." 

 

The other two directors of general foreign affairs walked away with a green face, "Oh, it's not his main 

knife!" A deputy director said to another deputy director. 

 

"Ah! The weather has changed. " Lonely, with endless loneliness in the tone. 

 

"Who says not? How old is he?" 

 

"Hey!" 

 

What knows you most is not your friends, but your peers! 

 


